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Eventually, you will certainly discover a new experience and triumph by spending more cash. nevertheless when? attain you bow to that you require to get those every needs taking into consideration having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even more concerning the globe, experience, some places, as soon as history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your entirely own become old to take action reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could enjoy now is Book Me Of Best The Sparks Nicholas below.

KEY=SPARKS - MELANY KARTER
THE BEST OF ME
Hachette UK In this #1 New York Times bestselling novel of ﬁrst love and second chances, former high school sweethearts confront the painful truths of their past to build a promising future—together. "Everyone wanted to believe that endless love was possible. She'd
believed in it once, too, back when she was eighteen." In the spring of 1984, high school students Amanda Collier and Dawson Cole fell deeply, irrevocably in love. Though they were from opposite sides of the tracks, their love for one another seemed to defy the
realities of life in their small town in North Carolina. But as the summer of their senior year came to a close, unforeseen events would tear the young couple apart, setting them on radically divergent paths. Now, twenty-ﬁve years later, Amanda and Dawson are
summoned back home for the funeral of Tuck Hostetler, the mentor who once gave shelter to their high school romance. Neither has lived the life they imagined . . . and neither can forget the passionate ﬁrst love that forever changed their lives. As Amanda and
Dawson carry out the instructions Tuck left behind for them, they realize that everything they thought they knew—about Tuck, about themselves, and about the dreams they held dear—was not as it seemed. Forced to confront painful memories, the former lovers will
discover undeniable truths about the choices they have made. And in the course of a single, searing weekend, they will ask of the living, and the dead: Can love truly rewrite the past?

THE RETURN
THE HEART-WRENCHING NEW NOVEL FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE NOTEBOOK
Hachette UK A house full of love. A house full of secrets. #1 New York Times bestselling author Nicholas Sparks is back with his best novel yet. * Trevor Benson never intended to return to North Carolina. But here he is, back where it all began. Trevor found himself
unable to resist the call home when he inherited a tumbledown cabin from his grandfather. He's come back to live the simple life but nothing here is simple. There's Callie, the sullen local teenager who seems to know more than she should about Trevor's grandfather's
death. And there's Natalie, the deputy sheriﬀ intent on making a point and lingering in Trevor's mind long after she's left his porch. In a bid to unravel Natalie and Callie's secrets and to ﬁnd out what really happened to his grandfather, Trevor is about to learn more
than he's bargained for - that sometimes, in order to move forward, we have to return to the place where it all began. Praise for Nicholas Sparks: 'A ﬁercely romantic and touching tale' Heat 'An A-grade romantic read' OK! 'Pulls at the heartstrings' Sunday Times 'An
absorbing page-turner' Daily Mail 'This one won't leave a dry eye' Daily Mirror

SEE ME
A STUNNING LOVE STORY THAT WILL TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY
Hachette UK The stunning love story from the multi-million-copy bestselling author of The Notebook, The Lucky One and The Longest Ride. Nicholas Sparks is one of the world's most beloved authors. ____________________ Colin Hancock is giving his second chance his best
shot. At twenty-eight, he's focused on getting his teaching degree and avoiding all the places and people that proved so destructive in his past. The last thing he's looking for is a serious relationship. But when he crosses paths with Maria Sanchez one rainswept night,
his carefully structured life is turned upside down. And when Maria, a hardworking lawyer, meets Colin she begins to question every notion she has ever had about herself and her future - and what truly makes her happy. Before the couple has a chance to envision a
life together, menacing reminders from events in Maria's past start to surface. And as the threat of violence begins to shadow her every step, she and Colin will be pushed to breaking point. A story of obsession, reinvention and a love that deﬁes every expectation, See
Me is a incredible love story from multi-million-copy bestselling author Nicholas Sparks. ____________________ *The breathtaking new love story from Nicholas Sparks, Every Breath, is available now* Praise for multi-million-copy bestseller phenomenon, Nicholas Sparks:
'When it comes to tales about love, Nicholas Sparks is one of the undisputed kings' Heat 'An absorbing page-turner' Daily Mail 'A ﬁercely romantic and touching tale' Heat on The Longest Ride 'An A-grade romantic read' OK! on Safe Haven 'This one won't leave a dry
eye' Daily Mirror on The Lucky One

SEE ME
Vision See me just as I see you . . . Colin Hancock is giving his second chance his best shot. With a history of violence and bad decisions behind him and the threat of prison dogging his every step, he's determined to walk a straight line. To Colin, that means applying
himself single-mindedly toward his teaching degree and avoiding everything that proved destructive in his earlier life. Reminding himself daily of his hard-earned lessons, the last thing he is looking for is a serious relationship. Maria Sanchez, the hardworking daughter
of Mexican immigrants, is the picture of conventional success. With a degree from Duke Law School and a job at a prestigious ﬁrm in Wilmington, she is a dark-haired beauty with a seemingly ﬂawless professional track record. And yet Maria has a traumatic history of
her own, one that compelled her to return to her hometown and left her questioning so much of what she once believed. A chance encounter on a rain-swept road will alter the course of both Colin and Maria's lives, challenging deeply held assumptions about each other
and ultimately, themselves. As love unexpectedly takes hold between them, they dare to envision what a future together could possibly look like . . . until menacing reminders of events in Maria's past begin to surface. Rich in emotion and fueled with suspense, SEE ME
reminds us that love is sometimes forged in the crises that threaten to shatter us . . . and that those who see us for who we truly are may not always be the ones easiest to recognize.

EVERY BREATH
A CAPTIVATING STORY OF ENDURING LOVE FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE NOTEBOOK
Hachette UK 'One of the best love stories I have ever read. It made me cry and laugh in equal measures' Reader review 'This book made my heart hurt and burst! I am in awe . . . This is a must read . . . Loved this book so very much!' Reader review 'Absolutely shredded
my heart . . . What a beautiful story of second chances, love, guilt and fate . . . you won't be able to stop until you know what happens' Goodreads reviewer ________________________ From the number one bestselling author of The Notebook and Two by Two comes an
unforgettable tale of enduring love . . . Hope Anderson is at a crossroads. After six years with her boyfriend, she is no longer sure what she wants, and when her father becomes ill she heads to her family's cottage at Sunset Beach in North Carolina to make some
diﬃcult decisions. Tru Walls has been summoned across an ocean from where he was born and raised in Zimbabwe by a letter from a man claiming to be his father. In journeying to Sunset Beach, Tru hopes to unravel the mystery surrounding his mother's life, but the
letter will lead him in an unexpected direction. When these two strangers' paths cross, their chance encounter sets in motion a heart-breaking story - one that will transcend decades, continents and the workings of fate. ________________________ Praise for multi-millioncopy bestseller phenomenon, Nicholas Sparks: 'Deeply moving and I was captivated . . . fans are going to adore this latest, beautifully written tale' Daily Mail 'A powerful read that tugs at the heartstrings' OK! Magazine 'When it comes to tales about love, Nicholas
Sparks is one of the undisputed kings' Heat 'An absorbing page-turner' Daily Mail 'A ﬁercely romantic and touching tale' Heat on The Longest Ride 'An A-grade romantic read' OK! on Safe Haven 'This one won't leave a dry eye' Daily Mirror on The Lucky One
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THE LONGEST RIDE
Hachette UK The bestselling love story behind the massive Hollywood ﬁlm Two couples. Two love stories. One epic tale. Ninety-one-year-old Ira Levinson is in trouble. Struggling to stay conscious after a car crash, an image of his adored - and long-dead - wife Ruth
appears. Urging him to hang on, she lovingly recounts the joys and sorrows of their life together - how they met, the dark days of WWII and its unrelenting eﬀect on their families. A few miles away, college student Sophia Danko's life is about to change. Recovering
from a break-up, she meets the young, rugged Luke and is thrown into a world far removed from her privileged school life. Sophia sees a new and tantalising future for herself, but Luke is keeping a secret that could destroy it all. Ira and Ruth. Sophia and Luke. Two
couples, separated by years and experience, whose lives are about to converge in the most unexpected - and shocking - of ways. The new love story from the multi-million-copy bestselling author of The Notebook, The Lucky One and The Best of Me. Nicholas Sparks is
one of the world's most beloved authors.

THE RETURN
In the romantic tradition of Dear John, an injured Navy doctor meets two extremely important women whose secrets will change the course of his life in this #1 New York Times bestseller. Trevor Benson never intended to move back to New Bern, North Carolina. But
when a mortar blast outside the hospital where he worked sent him home from Afghanistan with devastating injuries, the dilapidated cabin he'd inherited from his grandfather seemed as good a place to regroup as any. Tending to his grandfather's beloved beehives,
Trevor isn't prepared to fall in love with a local . . . yet, from their very ﬁrst encounter, Trevor feels a connection with deputy sheriﬀ Natalie Masterson that he can't ignore. But even as she seems to reciprocate his feelings, she remains frustratingly distant, making
Trevor wonder what she's hiding. Further complicating his stay in New Bern is the presence of a sullen teenage girl, Callie, who lives in the trailer park down the road. Trevor hopes Callie can shed light on the mysterious circumstances of his grandfather's death, but
she oﬀers few clues--until a crisis triggers a race to uncover the true nature of Callie's past, one more intertwined with the elderly man's passing than Trevor could ever have imagined. In his quest to unravel Natalie and Callie's secrets, Trevor will learn the true
meaning of love and forgiveness . . . and that in life, to move forward, we must often return to the place where it all began.

THE GUARDIAN. ...
THE NOTEBOOK
Hachette UK Experience the unforgettable, heartbreaking love story set in post-World War II North Carolina about a young socialite and the boy who once stole her heart -- one of PBS's "Great American Reads". Every so often a love story so captures our hearts that it
becomes more than a story-it becomes an experience to remember forever. The Notebook is such a book. It is a celebration of how passion can be ageless and timeless, a tale that moves us to laughter and tears and makes us believe in true love all over again... At
thirty-one, Noah Calhoun, back in coastal North Carolina after World War II, is haunted by images of the girl he lost more than a decade earlier. At twenty-nine, socialite Allie Nelson is about to marry a wealthy lawyer, but she cannot stop thinking about the boy who
long ago stole her heart. Thus begins the story of a love so enduring and deep it can turn tragedy into triumph, and may even have the power to create a miracle...

THREE WEEKS WITH MY BROTHER
Hachette UK From the author of The Notebook, this is the story of two brothers deeply bound by love and tragedy and an extraordinary chronicle of a life-aﬃrming trip In January 2003 Nicholas Sparks and his brother Micah set oﬀ on a three-week trip around the world.
An adventure by any measure, this trip was especially meaningful as it marked another milestone in the life journey of two brothers who, by their early thirties, were the only surviving members of their family. As Nicholas and Micah travel the globe, from the Taj Mahal
to Machu Picchu, the story of their family slowly unfolds. Just before Nicholas' marriage he and Micah lost their mother in a horseriding accident; a week short of Nicholas' triumphant debut as a novelist with THE NOTEBOOK, the brothers lost their father to a car crash,
and just a few short years later they were forced to say goodbye to their sister who died of brain cancer at the young age of 36. Against the backdrop of the main wonders of the world the brothers come together to heal the wounds of this tragic legacy and maintain
their determination to live life to its fullest. *The breathtaking new love story from Nicholas Sparks, Every Breath, is available to pre-order now*

TWO BY TWO
A BEAUTIFUL STORY THAT WILL CAPTURE YOUR HEART
Hachette UK 'When it comes to tales about love, Nicholas Sparks is one of the undisputed kings' Heat Sometimes the end is just the beginning . . . From the author of The Notebook and See Me comes a beautiful story of heartbreak, strength and unconditional love that
will capture your heart. Russell Green has it all: a loving family, a successful career and a beautiful house. But underneath his seemingly perfect world, cracks are beginning to appear . . . and no one is more surprised than Russ when the life he took for granted is
turned upside down. Finding himself single-handedly caring for his young daughter, while trying to launch his own business, the only thing Russ knows is that he must shelter his little girl from the consequences of these changes. As Russ embarks on this daunting and
unexpected new chapter of his life, a chance encounter will challenge him to ﬁnd a happiness beyond anything he could ever have imagined. _____________________________ Praise for Nicholas Sparks: 'Pulls at the heartstrings' Sunday Times 'When it comes to tales about
love, Nicholas Sparks is one of the undisputed kings' Heat 'An absorbing page-turner' Daily Mail 'A ﬁercely romantic and touching tale' Heat on The Longest Ride 'An A-grade romantic read' OK! on Safe Haven 'This one won't leave a dry eye' Daily Mirror on The Lucky
One

THE LAST
Hachette Lab Jon pensait avoir largement de répondre au dernier sms de sa femme. Mais alors qu'il prend son petit-déjeuner dans le hall de l'Hotel Sixième en Suisse après une conférence, le monde se rappelle à lui avec d'atroces nouvelles. Washington DC a été eﬀacée
par une bombe nucléaire. Plus de nouvelles de New-York. Londres s'est éteinte. Berlin aussi. Voilà ce qu'il a le temps de comprendre avant que les média et les réseaux sociaux ne soient coupés à leur tour. Avant que le ciel ne se couvre de nuages oranges. Deux mois
plus tard, ils sont vingt survivants réfugiés dans cet hôtel connu pour son histoire teintée de suicides et de meurtres. Jon et ses compagnons d'infortune essaient de maintenir un semblant de quotidien. Jusqu'au jour où ils découvrent le corps d'une petite ﬁlle. Les
provisions s'amenuisent, les tensions s'aﬀutent. Et si ﬁnalement le danger n'était pas à l'extérieur? Vingt survivants. Un hôtel. Un meurtre.

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE
Grand Central Publishing In this New York Times bestseller, a single mother sets out to ﬁnd the North Carolina man who sent a message meant for someone else . . . and the journey may change her life forever. Divorced and disillusioned about relationships, Theresa
Osborne is jogging when she ﬁnds a bottle on the beach. Inside is a letter of love and longing to "Catherine," signed simply "Garrett." Challenged by the mystery and pulled by emotions she doesn't fully understand, Theresa begins a search for this man that will change
her life. What happens to her is unexpected, perhaps miraculous-an encounter that embraces all our hopes for ﬁnding someone special, for having a love that is timeless and everlasting.... Nicholas Sparks exquisitely chronicles the human heart. In his ﬁrst bestselling
novel, The Notebook, he created a testament to romantic love that touched readers around the world. Now in this New York Times bestseller, he renews our faith in destiny, in the ability of lovers to ﬁnd each other no matter where, no matter when...

THE LUCKY ONE
Do you believe in lucky charms? While in Iraq, U.S. Marine Logan Thibault ﬁnds a photo, half-buried in the dirt, of a woman. He carries it in his pocket, and from then on his luck begins to change. Back home, Logan is haunted by thoughts of war. Over time, he becomes
convinced that the woman in the photo holds the key to his destiny. So he ﬁnds the vulnerable and loving Beth and a passionate romance begins. But Logan battles with the one secret he has kept from Beth: how he found her in the ﬁrst place. And it is a secret that
could utterly destroy everything they love ...
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A WALK TO REMEMBER
STUDENT EDITION
Hachette UK NOVEL LEARNING SERIES(TM) A WALK TO REMEMBER by Nicholas Sparks STUDENT EDITION "When I was seventeen, my life changed forever . . . " So begins Nicholas Sparks's touching tale of Landon Carter, a teenage boy living in the small town of Beaufort,
North Carolina in the late 1950s. Landon is a typical teenager who just wants to have a fun senior year before heading oﬀ to college. The last thing he anticipated is Jamie Sullivan, the sweet, pious daughter of the town's Baptist minister. But on the evening of
Beaufort's annual Christmas pageant, Landon will undergo a change of heart that will forever alter the course of his life. In the months that follow, Landon discovers truths that it takes most people a lifetime to learn-truths about the nature of beauty, the joy of giving,
the pain of loss, and, most of all, the transformational power of love. With a NOVEL LEARNING SERIES(TM) Student Guide · Questions about the text after every few chapters check your comprehension · Quizzes throughout help you prepare for standardized tests with
SAT- and ACT-style questions using vocabulary and grammar from the book · Sample writing prompts and essays at the end guide you through the elements of an above-average, average, and below-average essay-and explain why!

THE WEDDING
Hachette UK It began with The Notebook . . . After thirty years of marriage, Wilson is forced to face a painful truth. His wife, Jane, has fallen out of love with him. Despite the shining example of his in-laws, Noah and Allie Calhoun (originally recounted in The Notebook),
and their ﬁfty-year love aﬀair, Wilson is unable to express his true feelings. With his daughter about to marry, and his wife thinking about leaving him, Wilson knows it is time to act. He will do anything he can to save his marriage. With the memories of Noah and Allie's
inspiring life together as his guide, he vows to make his wife fall in love with him . . . all over again.

EVERY BREATH
Grand Central Publishing In the romantic tradition of The Notebook and Nights in Rodanthe, #1 New York Times bestselling author Nicholas Sparks returns with a story about a chance encounter that becomes a touchstone for two vastly diﬀerent individuals -- transcending
decades, continents, and the bittersweet workings of fate. Hope Anderson is at a crossroads. At thirty-six, she's been dating her boyfriend, an orthopedic surgeon, for six years. With no wedding plans in sight, and her father recently diagnosed with ALS, she decides to
use a week at her family's cottage in Sunset Beach, North Carolina, to ready the house for sale and mull over some diﬃcult decisions about her future. Tru Walls has never visited North Carolina but is summoned to Sunset Beach by a letter from a man claiming to be his
father. A safari guide, born and raised in Zimbabwe, Tru hopes to unravel some of the mysteries surrounding his mother's early life and recapture memories lost with her death. When the two strangers cross paths, their connection is as electric as it is unfathomable . .
. but in the immersive days that follow, their feelings for each other will give way to choices that pit family duty against personal happiness in devastating ways. Illuminating life's heartbreaking regrets and enduring hope, EVERY BREATH explores the many facets of
love that lay claim to our deepest loyalties -- and asks the question, How long can a dream survive?

NICHOLAS SPARKS 19 TITLE SET
Orbit Books

THE WISH
Hachette UK The international #1 bestselling author of The Notebook, Nicholas Sparks is back with his most epic story yet. What if the person you needed most, turned up when you least expected them? Maggie hasn't told this story in years. More than two decades ago,
she fell in love. She was sixteen and far from home, waiting to give her baby up for adoption. Bryce showed Maggie how to take photographs and he didn't judge her for the way her belly swelled under her jumper. They had the perfect ﬁrst kiss. Theirs was a once-in-alifetime kind of love. Now, as Maggie sits by the Christmas tree in her gallery telling her story, surrounded by the photographs that made her famous - the photographs Bryce never saw - her new gallery assistant asks her a question. If she had one wish, what would
she wish for this Christmas? Maggie always thought she knew the answer to that question. But before she can say 'I'd go back to that winter with Bryce', she stops herself. It is all she has ever wanted but suddenly here, on this dark night under the twinkling stars,
there is something else she wants. She wants to ﬁnd her baby. A heart-wrenching and uplifting story about discovery and loss, The Wish is a reminder that time with those precious to us is the greatest gift of all. * Praise for Nicholas Sparks: 'This one won't leave a dry
eye' Daily Mirror 'A ﬁercely romantic and touching tale' Heat 'An A-grade romantic read' OK! 'Pulls at the heartstrings' Sunday Times 'An absorbing page-turner' Daily Mail

THE LAST SONG
STUDENT EDITION
Hachette UK NOVEL LEARNING SERIES(TM) THE LAST SONG by Nicholas Sparks STUDENT EDITION Seventeen-year-old Veronica "Ronnie" Miller's life was turned upside-down when her parents divorced and her father moved from New York City to Wrightsville Beach, North
Carolina. Three years later, she remains angry and alienated from her parents, especially her father . . . until her mother decides it would be in everyone's best interest if she spent the summer in North Carolina with him. Ronnie's father, a former concert pianist and
teacher, is living a quiet life in the beach town, immersed in creating a work of art that will become the centerpiece of a local church. The tale that unfolds is an unforgettable story of love on many levels--ﬁrst love, love between parents and children-that demonstrates,
as only a Nicholas Sparks novel can, the many ways that love can break our hearts . . . and heal them. With a NOVEL LEARNING SERIES(TM) Student Guide · Questions about the text after every few chapters check your comprehension · Quizzes throughout help you
prepare for standardized tests with SAT- and ACT-style questions using vocabulary and grammar from the book · Sample writing prompts and essays at the end guide you through the elements of an above-average, average, and below-average essay-and explain why!

SAFE HAVEN
Hachette UK In a small North Carolina town, a mysterious and beautiful woman running from her past slowly falls for a kind-hearted store owner . . . until dark secrets begin to threaten her new life. When a mysterious young woman named Katie appears in the small
North Carolina town of Southport, her sudden arrival raises questions about her past. Beautiful yet self-eﬀacing, Katie seems determined to avoid forming personal ties until a series of events draws her into two reluctant relationships: one with Alex, a widowed store
owner with a kind heart and two young children; and another with her plainspoken single neighbor, Jo. Despite her reservations, Katie slowly begins to let down her guard, putting down roots in the close-knit community and becoming increasingly attached to Alex and
his family. But even as Katie begins to fall in love, she struggles with the dark secret that still haunts and terriﬁes her . . . a past that set her on a fearful, shattering journey across the country, to the sheltered oasis of Southport. With Jo's empathetic and stubborn
support, Katie eventually realizes that she must choose between a life of transient safety and one of riskier rewards . . . and that in the darkest hour, love is the only true safe haven.

THE RETURN
In the romantic tradition of Dear John, Nicholas Sparks returns with the story of an injured Navy doctor -- and two women whose secrets will change the course of his life in this #1 New York Times bestseller. Trevor Benson never intended to move back to New Bern,
North Carolina. But when a mortar blast outside the hospital where he worked sent him home from Afghanistan with devastating injuries, the dilapidated cabin he'd inherited from his grandfather seemed as good a place to regroup as any. Tending to his grandfather's
beloved beehives, Trevor isn't prepared to fall in love with a local . . . yet, from their very ﬁrst encounter, Trevor feels a connection with deputy sheriﬀ Natalie Masterson that he can't ignore. But even as she seems to reciprocate his feelings, she remains frustratingly
distant, making Trevor wonder what she's hiding. Further complicating his stay in New Bern is the presence of a sullen teenage girl, Callie, who lives in the trailer park down the road. Trevor hopes Callie can shed light on the mysterious circumstances of his
grandfather's death, but she oﬀers few clues -- until a crisis triggers a race to uncover the true nature of Callie's past, one more intertwined with the elderly man's passing than Trevor could ever have imagined. In his quest to unravel Natalie and Callie's secrets, Trevor
will learn the true meaning of love and forgiveness . . . and that in life, to move forward, we must often return to the place where it all began.
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SAFE HAVEN
Hachette UK In a small North Carolina town, a mysterious and beautiful woman running from her past slowly falls for a kind-hearted store owner . . . until dark secrets begin to threaten her new life. When a mysterious young woman named Katie appears in the small
North Carolina town of Southport, her sudden arrival raises questions about her past. Beautiful yet self-eﬀacing, Katie seems determined to avoid forming personal ties until a series of events draws her into two reluctant relationships: one with Alex, a widowed store
owner with a kind heart and two young children; and another with her plainspoken single neighbor, Jo. Despite her reservations, Katie slowly begins to let down her guard, putting down roots in the close-knit community and becoming increasingly attached to Alex and
his family. But even as Katie begins to fall in love, she struggles with the dark secret that still haunts and terriﬁes her . . . a past that set her on a fearful, shattering journey across the country, to the sheltered oasis of Southport. With Jo's empathetic and stubborn
support, Katie eventually realizes that she must choose between a life of transient safety and one of riskier rewards . . . and that in the darkest hour, love is the only true safe haven.

THE CHOICE
Hachette UK Now a major motion picture, The Choice is an unforgettable - and heart-wrenching - love story from Nicholas Sparks, the multi-million-copy bestselling author of The Notebook. HOW FAR WOULD YOU GO TO KEEP THE LOVE ALIVE? Travis Parker has it all: a
good job, loyal friends and his dream home in North Carolina. The last thing he's looking for is a serious relationship. That is, until Gabby Holland moves in next door. Despite Travis's attempts to be friendly, the alluring redhead simply will not warm to him. But Travis
feels compelled to get closer to her, leading them both down a road where they will face tough decisions, shocking revelations and devastating consequences. *The breathtaking new love story from Nicholas Sparks, Every Breath, is available to pre-order now* Praise
for Nicholas Sparks 'Pulls at the heartstrings' Sunday Times 'When it comes to tales about love, Nicholas Sparks is one of the undisputed kings' Heat 'An absorbing page-turner' Daily Mail 'A ﬁercely romantic and touching tale' Heat on The Longest Ride 'An A-grade
romantic read' OK! on Safe Haven 'This one won't leave a dry eye' Daily Mirror on The Lucky One

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE
Sphere In a moment of desolation on a windswept beach, Garrett bottles his words of undying love for a lost woman, and throws them to the sea. My dearest Catherine, I miss you my darling, as I always do, but today is particularly hard because the ocean has been
singing to me, and the song is that of our life together . . . But the bottle is picked up by Theresa, a mother with a shattered past, who feels unaccountably drawn to this lonely man. Who are this couple? What is their story? Beginning a search that will take her to a
sunlit coastal town and an unexpected confrontation, it is a tale that resonates with everlasting love and the enduring promise of redemption.

THE LAST SONG
Grand Central Pub Her teenage life turned upside-down by her parents' divorce and her father's relocation out of state, Ronnie Miller remains bitter three years later when her mother urges her to spend a summer with her father, a concert pianist who is quietly immersed
in creating a work of art that will become the centerpiece of a local church. By the best-selling author of The Lucky One. Movie tie-in.

THREE WEEKS WITH MY BROTHER
Hachette UK In this New York Times bestseller, follow the author of The Notebook as he travels the world with his brother learning about faith, loss, connection, and hope. As moving as his bestselling works of ﬁction, Nicholas Sparks's unique memoir, written with his
brother, chronicles the life-aﬃrming journey of two brothers bound by memories, both humorous and tragic. In January 2003, Nicholas Sparks and his brother, Micah, set oﬀ on a three-week trip around the globe. It was to mark a milestone in their lives, for at thirtyseven and thirty-eight respectively, they were now the only surviving members of their family. Against the backdrop of the wonders of the world and often overtaken by their feelings, daredevil Micah and the more serious, introspective Nicholas recalled their
rambunctious childhood adventures and the tragedies that tested their faith. And in the process, they discovered startling truths about loss, love, and hope. Narrated with irrepressible humor and rare candor, and including personal photos, Three Weeks with My
Brother reminds us to embrace life with all its uncertainties . . . and most of all, to cherish the joyful times, both small and momentous, and the wonderful people who make them possible.

THE NOTEBOOK
STUDENT EDITION
Hachette UK NOVEL LEARNING SERIES(TM) THE NOTEBOOK by Nicholas Sparks STUDENT EDITION Every so often a love story so captures our hearts that it becomes more than a story-it becomes an experience to remember forever. The Notebook is such a book. It is a
celebration of how passion can be ageless and timeless, a tale that moves us to laughter and tears and makes us believe in true love all over again . . . At thirty-one, Noah Calhoun, back in coastal North Carolina after World War II, is haunted by images of the girl he
lost more than a decade earlier. At twenty-nine, socialite Allie Nelson is about to marry a wealthy lawyer, but she cannot stop thinking about the boy who long ago stole her heart. Thus begins the story of a love so enduring and deep it can turn tragedy into triumph,
and may even have the power to create a miracle . . . With a NOVEL LEARNING SERIES(TM) Student Guide -Questions about the text after every few chapters check your comprehension -Quizzes throughout help you prepare for standardized tests with SAT- and ACTstyle questions using vocabulary and grammar from the book -Sample writing prompts and essays at the end guide you through the elements of an above-average, average, and below-average essay-and explain why!

THE GUARDIAN
Swept oﬀ your feet and into a nightmare . . . A powerful blend of love story, betrayal and obsession, The Guardian is written with electrifying intensity, playing with your emotions at every turn. Widowed at a young age, Julie understands the pain that comes with love
and has avoided romance for a long time. As she eases herself back into the dating scene, her eye is caught by the darkly sophisticated Richard, as he begins a passionate pursuit of her aﬀections. But she is still confused by her feelings for best friend Mike: funny,
loyal, but deﬁnitely not sophisticated. A seemingly innocent choice sets oﬀ a deadly chain of events that leaves Julie ﬁghting for her life, as jealousy simmers into murderous desire.

THE LONGEST RIDE
BY NICHOLAS SPARKS -- ANALYSIS
CreateSpace WARNING: This is not the actual book The Longest Ride by Stephen King. Do not buy this Analysis if you are looking for a full copy of this great book.Expert Book Reviews brings you a thoroughly engaging analysis of Sparks' latest novel, The Longest Ride.
This is the perfect companion to your reading as it delves deep into the characters, narrative and themes of the book.Gain the perspective of literary experts while you catch hidden meanings and symbolism that may not have been apparent on your ﬁrst read-through.
From Ira's narrative to the twist denouement, see how every detail of Sparks' writing adds to the overall story and its ultimate message. This comprehensive review and analysis coherently explains the plot of the novel before delving into more subjective concepts.
What makes the novel so emotionally uplifting, and how do the two couples mirror each other's lives?AN INSTANT BOOK CLUB PARTY!Life, "the longest ride," is a journey about love and relationships. Sparks takes this idea and enhances it with heart-stealing male
protagonists and their romantic partners. You will gain a more satisfying reading experience when you dig deeper into the novel's message about life and the relationships with which we ﬁll it.Explore the North Carolina setting and how it inﬂuences the development of
the leading gentlemen. Enhance your reading experience with expertly crafted analyses of major themes and symbols throughout the novel. Did you notice the recurrence of particular landscapes and what they say about the story's message?Learn more about the New
York Times bestselling author, Nicholas Sparks, and how he started his writing career with The Notebook. If you have a chance to watch the eight ﬁlms derived from his novels, you can compare media to see how his characters are portrayed on screen. If you liked
Sparks' The Best of Me or Safe Haven, you'll love The Longest Ride.This Book Review & Story Analysis conveniently lays out the hidden gems: plot points you might miss, symbols that only become obvious on a second or third read-through, and themes that aﬀect your
understanding of the story.Table of Contents• Book Review • Section about author Nicholas Sparks• Character Reference List• Chapter-by-Chapter Plot Summary & Story Analysis• Spoiler Alerts warn you ahead of time • Major Themes & Symbols• Analysis of Key
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Characters• Book Club Discussion Questions & ResponsesIt's like discussing the novel with your friends or going to a book club meeting. But you don't need to drive anywhere!

EVOLUTION OF STYLE IN NICHOLAS SPARKS’ NOVELS
GRIN Verlag Master's Thesis from the year 2017 in the subject American Studies - Literature, grade: 10, , course: Literature, language: English, abstract: This study focuses on the style of the author Nicholas Sparks in his two novels: “The Notebook” and “The best of
me”. These two novels appeared at two important phases of his development as an author: the ﬁrst one at the outset of his career and the other one at a time when he was already an acclaimed author. The main objectives are to analyze his style and to study its
evolution over ﬁfteen years by comparing his two masterpieces. In the end I summarize the main features of his style and draw conclusions about the development of his artistic creativity in general and his style in particular. Nowadays most of people read novels
especially romantic novels but they read only the story as a preface without knowing the point of view, style, literary devices or tone etc. While reading a novel or a book, we must connect ourselves to the story or character or maybe to emotions in order to have that
feeling. This study will concentrate in two novels of Nicholas Sparks, The Notebook and The best of me. Nicholas Sparks was born in Omaha, Nebraska on December 31, 1965, son of Patrick Michael (1942-1996) and Jill Emma Marie Sparks (1942-1989). During his
childhood he moved around a lot with his family and lived in multiple locations like, Minnesota, Los Angeles, and Grand Island, Nebraska, ﬁnally settling in Fair Oaks, California at the age of eight. His father was a professor, his mother was a homemaker, then an
optometrist’s assistant. He lived in Fair Oaks until he ﬁnished high school, he graduated valedictorian in 1984, and received a full scholarship to the University of Notre Dame. Nicholas Sparks as a freshman was part of a relay team and broke the Notre Dame school
record in 1985, a record which still stands, but he was injured and spent the summer recovering. During that summer, he wrote his ﬁrst novel, but it was never published.

THE RESCUE
Little, Brown and Compagny Books How do you learn to trust again? Denise Hilton, a young single mother, is driving through Edenton, North Carolina, when her car skids oﬀ the road during a storm. With her is her four-year-old son, Kyle, a boy with severe learning
disabilities for whom she has sacriﬁced everything. When volunteer ﬁreman Taylor McAden ﬁnds her she is unconscious and bleeding, but when she wakes an even more chilling truth becomes clear: Kyle is gone. When confronted by raging ﬁres or deadly accidents,
Taylor feels compelled to take terrifying risks to save lives, and the search for Kyle is no exception. But there is one leap of faith Taylor cannot bring himself to make - to commit to a relationship. Will this chance meeting with Denise prove any diﬀerent?

A BEND IN THE ROAD
Hachette UK From the author of The Notebook and See Me, this is an epic love story you'll never forget Love can heal us, and it can tear us apart . . . Miles's life is shattered when he loses his beloved wife to a hit-and-run driver. Struggling to hold things together for his
son, Jonah, but obsessing over ﬁnding justice, a powerful new romance throws everything into uncertainty. As Jonah's teacher, Sarah, discusses his struggling son with Miles, an attraction develops between them with bewildering intensity. But Sarah has a secret of her
own, one that links her to Miles with a shocking force - and long-buried truths begin to unravel, putting the strength of their passion to the test. *The breathtaking new love story from Nicholas Sparks, Every Breath, is available to pre-order now* Praise for Nicholas
Sparks 'Pulls at the heartstrings' Sunday Times 'When it comes to tales about love, Nicholas Sparks is one of the undisputed kings' Heat 'An absorbing page-turner' Daily Mail 'A ﬁercely romantic and touching tale' Heat on The Longest Ride 'An A-grade romantic read'
OK! on Safe Haven 'This one won't leave a dry eye' Daily Mirror on The Lucky One

THE NOTEBOOK
Grand Central Publishing A beautiful new edition of Nicholas Sparks's classic novel to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the ﬁlm adaptation starring Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams. Every so often a love story so captures our hearts that it becomes more than a story-it
becomes an experience to remember forever. The Notebook is such a book. It is a celebration of how passion can be ageless and timeless, a tale that moves us to laughter and tears and makes us believe in true love all over again... At thirty-one, Noah Calhoun, back in
coastal North Carolina after World War II, is haunted by images of the girl he lost more than a decade earlier. At twenty-nine, socialite Allie Nelson is about to marry a wealthy lawyer, but she cannot stop thinking about the boy who long ago stole her heart. Thus begins
the story of a love so enduring and deep it can turn tragedy into triumph, and may even have the power to create a miracle...

TWO BY TWO
Grand Central Publishing #1 New York Times bestselling author Nicholas Sparks returns with an emotionally powerful story of unconditional love, its challenges, its risks and most of all, its rewards. At 32, Russell Green has it all: a stunning wife, a lovable six year-old
daughter, a successful career as an advertising executive and an expansive home in Charlotte. He is living the dream, and his marriage to the bewitching Vivian is the center of that. But underneath the shiny surface of this perfect existence, fault lines are beginning to
appear...and no one is more surprised than Russ when he ﬁnds every aspect of the life he took for granted turned upside down. In a matter of months, Russ ﬁnds himself without a job or wife, caring for his young daughter while struggling to adapt to a new and baﬄing
reality. Throwing himself into the wilderness of single parenting, Russ embarks on a journey at once terrifying and rewarding-one that will test his abilities and his emotional resources beyond anything he ever imagined.

NEW NOVEL BY NICHOLAS SPARKS
The new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nicholas Sparks.

SUMMARY - SEE ME
BY NICHOLAS SPARKS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform See Me - A Complete Summary!See Me, written by Nicholas Sparks, is about two main characters-Colin Hancock and Maria Sanchez-and their romance that seems to blossom overnight in a typical 'love at ﬁrst sight' clich�. Even
though this may seem too predictable, this is exactly what Sparks' fans love about his books. This book, as well as his previous work, is distinctive for Sparks' own special formula, where he successfully creates two, seemingly unconnected characters and then brings
them together by pure coincidence, and those characters will then fall in love. A new breath into the story plot is the involvement of an unknown stalker. This is also a twist in the story, ﬁlled with tension and thriller which, although unexpected from Sparks, is still a
welcomed change in the author's style. Overall, See Me is a novel that most readers will enjoy reading, due to the fact that it has likeable and simple characters and a sweet, tender love story. But besides sweetness that undoubtedly lies beneath the surface of this
book, another great element that makes this book even better and even more enjoyable to read is his new element of thriller and suspense, something readers will most deﬁnitely like. Here Is A Preview Of What You Will Get:- In See Me , you will get a summarized
version of the book.- In See Me , you will ﬁnd the book analyzed to further strengthen your knowledge.- In See Me , you will get some fun multiple choice quizzes, along with answers to help you learn about the book.Get a copy, and learn everything about See Me .

DEAR JOHN
Little, Brown and Compagny Books Is duty enough reason to live a lie? When John meets Savannah, he realises he is ready to make some changes. Always the angry rebel at school, he has enlisted in the Army, not knowing what else to do with his life. Now he's ready to
turn over a new leaf for the woman who has captured his heart. What neither realises is that the events of 9/11 will change everything. John is prompted to re-enlist and fulﬁl what he feels is his duty to his country. But the lovers are young and their separation is long.
Can they survive the distance?

HUMANS OF NEW YORK: STORIES
Pan Macmillan Brandon Stanton is back with the follow up to Humans of New York that his loyal followers have been waiting for: Humans of New York: Stories. Ever since Brandon began interviewing people on the streets of New York, the dialogue he's had with them has
increasingly become as in-depth, intriguing and moving as the photos themselves. Humans of New York: Stories presents a whole new group of humans, complete with stories that delve deeper and surprise with greater candour. Back in the summer of 2010,
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photographer Brandon Stanton began an ambitious project – to single-handedly create a photographic census of New York City. The photos he took and the accompanying interviews became the blog Humans of New York. In the ﬁrst three years, his audience steadily
grew from a few hundred to over one million. In 2013, his book Humans of New York, based on that blog, was published and immediately catapulted to the top of the NY Times Bestseller List where it stayed for many weeks. The appeal of the Humans of New York blog
has been so great that in the course of the next year Brandon's following increased tenfold to over 12 million followers on Facebook and is still growing. With his second inspiring look at the residents of New York, let Brandon Stanton and the people he's photographed
astonish you.

FOCUS ON: 100 MOST POPULAR AMERICAN ROMANTIC DRAMA FILMS
e-artnow sro
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